Fwd Career Development and Law Practice Center

From: Andrea Elms <anems@loyno.edu>
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 12:55 AM
To: apiacun@loyno.edu
Cc: anems@loyno.edu
Subject: [Fwd: Career Development and Law Practice Center]

---------------------- Original Message ----------------------

Subject: Career Development and Law Practice Center
From: "Andrea Elms" <anems@loyno.edu>
Date: Sun, September 9, 2012 11:55 pm
To: anems@loyno.edu

The Center has undergone a transition in its operations. The assessment report is insufficient in content. The goals are not clearly measurable and defined but again it is a process. Time will tell.

Maybe reviewing the assessment in six months would be beneficial for the leadership to see if they have clear measurable goals that tie in with the goals of the College of Law and if they demonstrate an intent to help students advance their career as lawyers.

Thanks
Andrea